
Ask any outdoorsman what’s
the one thing they would
want with them if they were

lost in the wilderness and it’s almost
a sure thing they would say “a good
knife.” Choosing a good knife is a
personal thing like choosing a wife
and like a good wife, a good knife can
last a lifetime. Every knife manufac-
turer offers a variety of models
designed for specific uses and per-
sonal preferences so it’s likely there is
a model and blade type to fit just
about every need.

Generally, knives are of two
types, fixed blade and folding. Fixed
blade knives are considered to be
stronger and more durable than fold-
ing knives and are often more expen-
sive than folding blade models
because many are hand crafted.
Folding knives are more compact to
carry and  can incorporate blade
styles such as sheepsfoot, clip-point,
plain edge, or hawkbill in one pack-
age. 

Knife quality and therefore price
varies substantially based on the type

of steel used, the complexity of the
blade and folding mechanism (if
any), and the nature of its handle.
Most traditional hunting knives have
blades made of stainless steel and
with proper care will last a lifetime.
While stainless steel is harder to
sharpen to a fine edge than carbon
steel, it’s much easier to care for since
you don’t have to keep it clean and
oiled to prevent corrosion. 

Shop owners can see an increase
in knife sales and in turn their prof-
itability by recognizing it’s not only
hunters who carry knives but hikers,
campers, fishermen and even busi-
nessmen who find them useful on a
daily basis. In addition, most, if not
all, are multi-knife users. Given the
proper incentive, these individuals
can often be swayed into buying an
additional knife, either for them-
selves or as a gift, if it is suited for a
specific purpose, reason, or season. 

Besides being a utilitarian tool, a
good knife has a sentimental value
often extending beyond its useful-
ness in the field. I’ve carried my
sheath knife for over forty years and I
fully intend to pass it along to my
grandson where it will serve for at
least another generation. I’m sure
many others share my feeling that
knives aren’t just tools; many are
keepsakes and are often passed to
other members of a family.
Considering knives make ideal holi-
day, birthday, or even retirement
gifts, dealers can see a jump in knife

sales if they become even slightly
more proactive in their effort to sell
them. 

It’s surprising how little most
people know about knives and the
dealer who can discuss things like
blade shape, handle material, locking
mechanisms and steel quality will
begin to sell more knives. Demand
for product information has become
one of the biggest issues for con-
sumers and dealers who provide this
information in a positive, friendly
manner can find their knife sales
increase. Dealers who educate them-
selves about the terminology, materi-
als and knife making process can
help their more demanding cus-
tomers make the right decision for
their knife needs. 

With hundreds of knife models
on the market spanning a broad
price range, a customer needs to
know why a $75 knife is worth more
than a $25 knife. Providing a satisfac-
tory answer to a customer’s ques-
tions especially regarding price dif-
ferences can often result in the sale of
the more expensive and profitable
item. Most people, including myself,
don’t mind paying more for a product
if they understand what it is they’re
paying for. If you or your staff can’t
explain the $50 price difference
between the two knives, the cus-
tomer is likely to choose the less
expensive model. 

Most manufacturers design their
products to fit a customer’s life style

Knife and Sharpener Firms
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The Robert Klass designed Kissing Crane
knife brand has been a favorite of out-
doorsmen since 1834 and the stag handle
Kissing Crane folding Copperhead knife
remains a top seller. The Copperhead fea-
tures two, 2-3/4 inch stainless steel blades,
nickel silver bolsters, traditional heraldic
shield and brass liners. Each stag handle is
unique and has a different texture and
feel because of the nature of the antler
used to make it.

Skinning a big game animal becomes simpler with the Kissing Crane Skinner by
Hallmark Cutlery. This knife measures 7-1/2 inches in overall length and features a 420
high carbon stainless blade. A Delrin handle and black leather sheath complete the
package.
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and market their product in cate-
gories to aid in merchandising and
sales activities. For example, there
are folding pocket knives designed
for everyday use, and knives
designed specifically for the needs of
hikers, campers, backpackers or rock
climbers. Many of these knives can
be opened and closed with one hand
which is an important consideration
when the other hand is holding a tree
limb, or canoe paddle. 

In addition to hunting knives
designed for field dressing game,
there is a wide variety of fish knives
that make short work of filleting fish
and, because many hunters are also
fishermen, these models also provide

potential for additional sales.
Fishing knives, like those designed
for hunting, come in fixed blade and
folding blade configurations. The dif-
ference lies in the flexibility and
length of their blades that are
designed to quickly and cleanly
remove a fillet from a crappie or a
tuna. In addition to knives made for
sportsmen, there are tactical knives
designed for use by military, police,
search and rescue personnel and
other professionals. In short, a knife
can be a potential sale item to just
about anyone coming into the store. 

If that weren’t enough, a knife
with a blade or blades designed for a
specific outdoor purpose might be

enough to result in an additional sale
as well. There are knives with skin-
ning blades, gutting blades to help
zip open an animal without punctur-
ing the innards and blades designed
for working in narrow, tight areas
such as around an animal’s ears, eyes
or mouth. These caping blades are
particularly handy when an animal
will be sent to a taxidermist.
Traditional drop point blades are
popular because they are ideal for all
around use. So, even if a hunter
already has a hunting knife or maybe
even two, he can be shown a knife
with a blade designed for his particu-
lar needs. Don’t forget that many
sportsmen butcher their own game

Offer Tips for Retailers
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By Mike Raykovicz

SOG is a producer of fine knives and multitools based in
Washington state. Above, the Tigershark 2.0 features a 9 inch
AUS-8 stainless steel blade, precise grind lines, scalloped back
edge, touch point checkering, and superior ergonomics. SOG
says the Tigershark is capable of chopping and slicing with an
economy of scale and force not available in smaller knives, yet
offers impeccable balance and style to create fluidity in the
hand. MSRP is $185.

The PowerLock with V-Cutter Features removable, pivoting han-
dle covers that improve the comfort profile for your hand, allow-
ing more pressure to be exerted for tough jobs. With the SOG-
exclusive Compound Leverage gears, the PowerLock can be
opened and closed with a
one-handed flip of the
wrist, keeping one hand
free. This mechanism cre-
ates twice the pliers force
of all other conventional
designs.

All tool components are
easy to access and lock in
the open position. MSRP
is $110. For a catalog and
dealer kit, contact SOG
Specialty Knives and
Tools, 6521 212st SW,
Lynnwood, WA 98030,
Phone (888) 405-6433.

Ontario Knife Company, a provider of tactical knives to the U.S.
military since 1942, has unveiled its new Utilitac Series of folding
knives. Developed by well-known custom knifemaker Joe Pardue,
this series has 16 new SKUs. The .12 inch thick blades are fash-
ioned from high-chromium 440 stainless steel, selected for its
exceptional balance of hardness and corrosion resistance, as well
as its ability to take and maintain a razor edge.

Available in Green or Black, each handle is designed with aggres-
sive checkering and grooving. Among other “custom knife” details
found on the Ontario Knife Utilitac Series are thick, full liners man-
ufactured from sturdy Cryo-quenched stainless steel. This makes
for incredibly solid blade locking.

Blades  are available in a choice of plain edge or partially serrat-
ed edge. Dealers can opt for a low-luster Satin blade finish or tac-
tical black finish. Ontario Knife offers the Utilitac shown above
with a variety of different blade configurations for specific uses,
including a Tanto blade for a thick and extraordinarily strong
point, a modified Sheepsfoot for superior slicing abilities, or a
Modified Spear-style with a drop point, preferred by many tactical
users.

For more information contact Ontario Knife Company at PO Box
145-26, Empire Street, Franklinville, NY 14737, Phone: (800) 222-
5233.
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and they may be interested in a set of
knives designed specifically for that
task. 

Setting out a knife display near
the checkout register is an excellent
first step for selling knives. To get a
better idea as to what additional
steps an owner can take to boost the
sale of a quintessential outdoor item
every sportsman needs we contacted
the marketing and sales managers at
several well known knife manufac-
turers to get their input. 

Jessica Hall, marketing and sales
manager at Hallmark Cutlery in
Knoxville, Tennessee told
ArrowTrade in order to sell more
knives, dealers should prepare for the
season in advance and order prod-
ucts well before the hunting season
begins. “If a customer can handle a
knife, feel it, look at it, open and close
it, or slide it in or out of its sheath,
they’re more likely to buy it,” Hall
told us. “This is why a dealer should
find the space for a good knife dis-
play if it’s at all possible,” she added. 

Hall stated she realizes many
small shops simply don’t have the
counter space for a knife display and
that’s why Hallmark encourages the
smaller retailers to at least keep a cat-
alog on the counter for customers to
review. By offering to place a special
order, one that can be filled in a day
or two, Hall said dealers should see
an increase in knife sales. “Knives

and knife sharpeners are good ‘add
on’ sale items for someone buying
other archery equipment or simply
looking for a gift,” she said. 

We asked Hall which knife mod-
els were Hallmark’s best sellers and
she said the company offered a broad
line of knife patterns and several do
very well. For hunting, Hall said the
company’s Kissing Crane in its classic
hunter KC78 series is a big seller. The
Kissing Crane Hunter Series comes in
four handle styles, a ram’s horn, gen-
uine stag, bone handle, and yellow
Delrin. Hall stated when it came to
sales, it was a toss up between those
hunters preferring a fixed blade or
folding hunting knife. “Both are

excellent styles and each has its
place,” she added. For additional
information on all Hallmark Cutlery
products contact: Hallmark Cutlery,
PO Box 220, Kodak, TN 37764, Phone:
(866)-583-3921.

Outdoor Edge Corporation
located in Boulder, Colorado pro-
duces knives that combine function-
al design with the best edge holding
steel to create high quality knives and
hand tools for the big game hunter.
Jim Schafer, the company’s market-
ing and sales manager, told
ArrowTrade dealers of Outdoor Edge
products usually see an increase in
sales every year due to the company’s
extensive advertising policy. If a deal-
er doesn’t have a video display but
has the room, Schafer said they
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Processing game is easy providing the right tools are used, so Outdoor Edge offers
hunters a complete set of knives for those who butcher their own game. The Game-
Processor Kit includes the four most practical knives for butchering. Each knife incorpo-
rates full-tang construction and is taper ground to a razor’s edge from high carbon 420
stainless steel. Kraton handles insure a firm grip even when wet. The kit includes a tung-
sten carbide sharpener and honing steel.

By simply pushing a button the new
SwingBlaze hunting
knife by Outdoor
Edge converts from a
drop-point skinning
blade to the ultimate
gutting blade
designed to open
game like a zipper.
The SwingBlaze is
hand finished and
shaving sharp. A rubberized Kraton handle
provides a non-slip grip even when wet
while the bright orange handle ensures
the knife won’t be lost. Each SwingBlaze
hunting knife comes with a quality nylon
belt sheath and is guaranteed for life. If
your customers don’t want to carry blaze
orange, a SwingBlade has the same fea-
tures in a less conspicuous handle color.

Outdoor Edge offers dealers a free, five
disk set of DVDs showing how to process
big game animals in the field and how to
quarter and de-bone a big game animal.
DVDs on making jerky and sausage are
also included in the set. Dealers with the
display space can have a video display set
up to generate interest in big game pro-
cessing supplies.
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should consider installing one. That’s
because the company supplies its
dealers with a “Hunting the
Outdoors” video designed to gener-
ate hunter interest. The video con-
tains footage of the company’s knives
in addition to great footage of
archery and rifle hunts for bear, deer,
elk, caribou, and moose along with
footage of hunts for African big game.
“For the regular dealer, just having
this video and running it in the shop
would work wonders for sales,”
Schafer stated. 

Schafer noted dealers of Outdoor
Edge products can request the video
and it is free for the asking. Schafer
said becoming an Outdoor Edge
dealer is very easy. “A shop owner
needs only to place a minimum order
of $150 and if they prepay with a
credit card, shipping is free so it’s
pretty much a win, win situation. We
also have a library of five DVD’s that
dealers can play continuously in
their shop to generate interest,” he
continued. “The DVD’s cover topics
such as butchering game, sausage
making, making jerky and other top-
ics of interest to hunters and, if the
video setup can be placed near their
knife display, it’s almost sure to drive
additional sales,” Schafer explained. 

For stores without room for a
video display, Outdoor Edge offers all
of their knives or hunting sets in
boxes or special clamshell packaging
that can be pegged on a wall to save
space. The company also allows deal-

ers to purchase any two of its prod-
ucts at 75 percent off of the manufac-
turers suggested retail price so that
they can personally use these prod-
ucts. “We do this so that others will
see them using our knives and see
the quality and innovative design of
our products. We’ve found the deal-
ers who actually use our products
become our best sales people,”
Schafer stated. 

For further information regard-
ing the Hunting the Outdoors DVD or
any Outdoor Edge Products contact
Outdoor Edge Cutlery Corporation,
4699 Nautilus Court South, Suite 503,
Boulder, CO 80301, Phone: (800) 447-
3343. 

When we asked John Weaver,
Director of Sales and Marketing at
Buck Knives for his input on how
dealers can increase knife sales, he
provided us with some interesting
insight. Weaver noted there is not a
great deal of advertising in the cut-
lery business and therefore, yearly
sales tend to focus around three
major periods. “Father’s Day, the
opening of hunting season and the
Christmas holidays are the three
times a year when dealers can expect
an increase in knife sales,” Weaver
said. To take advantage of these peri-
ods, Weaver suggested dealers
should “ladder” the knife models
they stock and the price point of
those knives. “Hunting knives are big
sellers as hunting season approaches
but, for Father’s Day and the

Christmas giving season, expect
other models to sell well,” Weaver
added. Weaver noted that collectable
knives are very popular as are per-
sonal knives that can be carried in a
pocket or purse and these are more
likely to be given as gifts to both men
and women. 

According to Weaver, consumers

Always working to find new ways to provide hunters with the best
possible cutlery, Buck has achieved another success with their new
ErgoHunter Skinners. They have a thicker 4-3/4 inch full-tang blade
with a generous belly design that is perfect for skinning, plus grip
ridges and an extra large choil for better gripping and control.
Handles were designed with right-hand ergonomic contouring
(called “palm swell” in firearms grips) for maximum comfort and
reduced hand fatigue. Anti-slip texturing ensures user confidence
and ultimate control. Overall length is 9-3/4 inches. The ErgoHunter
is made in the USA and is backed by Buck’s unconditional Forever
Warranty.

Each of the first four generations of knifemakers  -- Hoyt, Al,
Chuck and CJ Buck -- made lasting contributions to the growth
of the company. Now, the fifth generation, Josh Buck, has
made his mark at the young age of 21 years. Challenged by his
father, who had complete trust in his son's abilities, Josh
designed the Gen-5, a compact skinner. In his innovative
design, Josh took out much of the bulk you find in a typical
skinner, yet it delivers the function without the weight. It has a
3 inch blade made of 420HC steel, is 7-7/8 inches overall and
weighs 4.2 ounces. The handle is charcoal Dymondwood, with
a nickel silver guard. The sheath is a heavy-duty nylon. As are
all Buck hunting  knives, the Gen-5 is made in the USA and is
backed by Buck's unconditional Forever Warranty.
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are far more knowledgeable about
products than they have been in the
past and before buying a product,
many tend to research it using the
internet. “As a result, dealers must
make sure they have a variety of
knives in a good, better, and best cat-
egory at various price points plus
they must have a good working
knowledge of the knives they sell.” He
pointed out that Buck Knives offers
its dealers a free booklet entitled,
“Helping You Sell Knives” that they
can obtain by calling the number list-
ed below. The booklet is a compre-
hensive guide that takes a dealer step
by step through the terminology,
properties and materials used in
making a quality knife. With the
background provided by this booklet,
dealers will be better able to help
their customers make the right deci-
sion for their knife needs, Weaver
told ArrowTrade. 

Weaver also said that Buck
Knives has a mature, competent
sales force that calls on dealers both
large and small, to inform them of
Buck Knives new product offerings
and to offer solutions to help edu-
cate them in making good product
decisions. Weaver suggested smaller
archery shops might consider offer-
ing a discount on a knife purchase if
a customer buys certain other mer-
chandise such as a new bow. “If
you’re not offering a discount on
some items, customers may stay

away from your
store,” Weaver
noted.

“ W h e n
knives are dis-
played in a store
setting, the dis-
play should be
well lit and the
case should not
be crowded,” said
Buck Knives
National Sales Manager Bob George.
“Too many knives in one area can
confuse the customer and distract
them as they review their options,”
he added. George also suggested
that dealers not mix brands and that
knives should be displayed by brand
and not by style. He went on to say
that if possible, folding knives
should be shown in an open position
and should be displayed with their
logo side up. Fixed blade knives
should be displayed with their
sheath because the sheath is an inte-
gral part of the knife. George empha-
sized that dealers should make sure
that the knife display can be proper-
ly seen from the customer’s view and
that they should put themselves in a
customer’s shoes and look at the dis-
play from the other side of the
counter. Finally, George suggested
that dealers keep the display case
glass as clean as possible so as not to
indicate to a customer a lack of con-
cern or interest. For further informa-

tion on Buck products phone: (800)
735-2825.

W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery
Company, based in Bradford,
Pennsylvania is an American manu-
facturer of premium, hand-crafted
knives. The company offers a wide
variety of knives that fit virtually any
need, from handy pocket knives to
fixed blade sporting knives and limit-
ed edition collectibles. Case knives
are sold directly through its dealers.
Communications Director and
Marketing Manager, Fred Feightner,
told ArrowTrade that shop owners
could increase sales by selling knives
that have extensive advertising cov-
erage by the manufacturer. 

Feightner said Case has numer-
ous ways it enhances knife sales
through far-reaching dealer support
and advertising. These methods
include but are not limited to: cata-
logs, product post cards, sell sheets
and pre-designed ads that dealers
can personalize for advertising in

Because of its
handsome looks
and multiple blade
combinations, the
XX-Changer knife
set by Case is a
popular gift item.
The XX-Changer
comes with clip,
drop point, gut
hook and saw
blades. It is avail-
able with Amber
Bone, Rosewood or
Stag handles. An
attractive leather
carrying case is
also included with
the set.

The leather handle K-Bar hunting knife
has been a favorite among outdoorsmen
for decades. This Hunter straight edge is
an excellent all-purpose knife, yet also
works well for skinning. The leather han-
dle is firm and shaped for the hand. The
hollow ground stainless steel blade is 4
inches long and has a hand-honed edge
that will stay sharp. The Hunter comes
with a genuine leather sheath.

Bear and Sons Cutlery offers a hunting knife for those who prefer
using a gut hook blade to field dress big game animals. The Black
Guthook comes with a black Kraton handle and a hollow ground
high carbon stainless steel blade. It measures a compact 8-3/8
inches in length and comes with a sturdy leather sheath.
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their community. “We give dealers
the tools that work to drive business
into the store,” said Feightner. “In
addition, we offer training support
for staff as well and promote our
product with widespread radio, tele-
vision, and print advertising,” he
added. Case makes it easy for retail-
ers to become dealers and offers dif-
ferent levels of dealer participation. A
retailer needs to complete a simple
application process and then place
an order for 50 or more knives. “Case
is so recognizable the idea is to start
out small and grow your knife selec-
tion as sales increase,” said
Feightner. 

Dealers and customers should
note that Case offers a comprehen-
sive education program for just
about anyone through the “Case
College” section of their
website:www.wrcase.com. Case
College is an excellent resource for
more in-depth information not just
about Case knives but knives in gen-

eral. Dealers can use the guides to
better familiarize themselves with
knife pattern names, blade shapes,
handle locks and the names of the
individual pieces that comprise a
fixed blade or folding knife. The site
discusses the steel types used in knife
blades and the secret to knowing
when a Case knife was made. Best of
all, Case College will introduce deal-
ers to the world of collecting, includ-
ing tips on keeping any knife looking
great for years of continuous enjoy-
ment. While much of the information
presented pertains specifically to
Case, dealers and customers can
learn more about the knife making
process and benefit from the infor-
mation provided. For additional
information contact: W.R. Case and
Sons Cutlery Company, Owens Way,
Bradford, PA 16701, Phone: (800)523-
6350.

Larry Davies, a sales manager at
Schuler’s Great Outdoors in
Gainsville, Georgia told ArrowTrade

many of his customers are
collectors and are always
looking for something differ-
ent. “Many of the Case mod-
els appeal to collectors and
they tell me up front that

they are buying them for their collec-
tion,” said Davies. As far as marketing
other brands and models of hunting
knives, Davies said he uses a lighted
open glass showcase to display the
array of knives he has available.
“From time to time, we highlight a
certain knife model on which we may
have gotten a really good buy and
then try to display the selected model
so that customers are aware of the
bargain,” he added. Davies went on
to say the store sells a lot of Gerber

ABOVE: The K-Bar Dozier folding lock-
back hunting knife was designed by
renowned knife designer Bob Dozier. It
has an overall length of 8.5 inches and a
3.6 inch hollow ground blade made of AUS
8A stainless steel. It is furnished with a
black Zytel handle and includes a belt clip
for easy carrying.

BELOW: Beautiful as well as practical, the
K-Bar leather handle hunting knife with a
gut hook blade measures a compact 7-1/4
inches in overall length. The stainless steel
3-1/4 inch blade is super sharp and comes
with a brown leather sheath.

The K-Bar Hobo Dining Kit is extremely
practical and just the thing to generate an
impulse sale. The kit comes in either a
clamshell package or a box for gift giving.
The knife, fork and spoon of this kit are
made of durable stainless steel and each
utensil can be separated from the rest to
be used individually. The nylon ballistic
cloth sheath makes it easy to store this
unit in a backpack or camp kitchen kit.
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and Buck knives, particularly those
models with a gut hook. 

John Stitt, vice president of sales
and marketing at K-Bar Knives in
Olean, New York said he is seeing a
twofold trend in the industry and to
increase knife sales, dealers should
take advantage of the trend. First,
Stitt told ArrowTrade the sales vol-

ume for American made knife prod-
ucts is up despite the downturn in
the overall economy. “People who
know knives are buying American
because they recognize the value of
these products and they know they
are getting a better product,” said
Stitt. “K-Bar has always been price
and quality conscious and as a result,
our business is steady because we
offer a quality brand,” he added.

Surprisingly, Stitt told us the
other trend he is seeing is for lower
end, foreign made knives. It seems
there is a significant number of peo-
ple who are just looking at price and
are not particularly concerned about
quality. Jeff Bordwell, owner of
Legends of Fall Outfitters pro shop in
Tully, New York backed up Stitt’s
claim. “Our most popular selling
knives are the less expensive ones
starting around 12 dollars,” said
Bordwell. “Our customers aren’t par-
ticularly interested in high end cut-
lery,” he added. 

When asked what a dealer could
do to boost knife sales, Stitt said it

was extremely important for a dealer
to know the demographics of his cus-
tomer base and to try to match their
buying habits. “For the ones wanting
the best, a dealer should carry a
number of American made products
because that’s where the value is,” he
explained. “The knives made in
China or India or Taiwan are not of
the same quality as those made in
America or even Japan but many
hunters are looking for a cheap knife
so dealers should stock those as
well,” he suggested. For additional
information on K-Bar products con-
tact the company at: K-Bar Knives
Inc., 200 Homer Street, Olean, NY
14760,  Phone (800) 282-0130.

One of the things dealers can do
to increase the sale of knives and
sharpeners is to know their product
line and know all the features of the
knife products they carry, said
Gerber brand manager Stephanie
Murphy. She went on to say it was
important for a dealer to understand
the relevance of the product from
their customer’s point of view and
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The Wall Street by Gatco/Timberline was
designed by custom knifemaker Tim
Herman and can be considered an elegant
collectable gentleman’s folding knife. The
Wall Street features a 3.35 inch blade
crafted from AUS8 steel and an ivory ABS
handle. Its unique blade design follows
the contours of the handle and is consid-
ered a more artistic design by the manu-
facturer. It comes with a pouch for carry-
ing in pocket or purse and users will
appreciate how it can be opened with one
hand.

The Gut Hook Skinner knife by Timberline was designed by Terry Treutel and features a
full tapered tang and a wide 5/16 inch gut hook opening that won’t clog as easily as nar-
rower gut hook blades. The long spur at the top offers additional control when field
dressing big game. This knife comes with either a black, slip resistant  Kraton or Fibron
handle. Fibron is basically a laminated hardwood handle that won’t split or rot. With an
overall length of 8 inches and a blade length of 3-1/4 inches, the Gut Hook Skinner will
make short
work of field
dressing
even the
largest game
animals. It
comes with a
bridle
leather
sheath.

Designed by Russ Kommer, a custom knifemaker and Alaskan guide, the
Gatco/Timberline Alaskan is a great heavy duty field dressing tool that can handle any
game from deer to moose. This knife is compact, ergonomically designed and comes with
an instructional DVD on how to properly field dress large game animals such as moose,
elk or bear. Its overall length is 6-1/4 inches and the blade is 2 inches in length with an
extremely wide gut
hook. A Micarta han-
dle, leather lanyard
and custom designed
durable leather
sheath are standard.
Beautiful as well as
practical, this knife
weighs less than 4
ounces.
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that it was imperative dealers know
their customers and the kind of game
they would be hunting. In addition,
dealers need to get a feel for their
customers needs and have to be able
to put themselves in the customer’s
shoes before, during and after the
hunt in regard to what kind of knife
they’d want to carry and use, Murphy
suggested. She also suggested deal-
ers consider equipping their sales
staff with the better knives they carry
to make demonstrating them easier.
Knife buying is a hands-on experi-
ence and getting a product into a
consumers hands goes a long way
toward making a sale. When a cus-
tomer asks for a recommendation

and a salesperson pulls a knife from a
pocket or belt, it can carry more
weight than if that same salesman
had to open a display case or pull a
product down off a wall peg. For fur-
ther information regarding Gerber
products contact them at: Gerber
Legendary Blades, 14200 SW 72nd
Avenue, Portland, OR 97224, Phone:
(800) 950-6161. 

Knife Sharpeners
A good knife is only as good as its

edge so dealers should consider
offering a quality sharpening system
to go with the knife the customer
chooses. As a youngster, I watched
my mother sharpen her kitchen knife
by swiping it across a concrete step
located just outside our kitchen door.
It drove me crazy. We lived next door
to a butcher shop and I often saw
how carefully the guys who worked

there sharpened their knives and rest
assured, they did not use a concrete
step. 

When needed, these profession-
al butchers carefully passed the knife
blade over a series of sharpening wet
stones, each with a finer grain than
the previous one. These wet stones
lay in an oil bath and were of
extremely high quality. Because I
knew the workers, they often sharp-
ened my hunting knife for free so I
learned early on the value of an
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IS HERE!  

The Gator series of folding and straight edge knives is Gerber’s
number one seller and features surgical stainless steel blades
coupled with patented handles made with a hard inner core of
glass filled nylon surrounded with Santoprene rubber. This com-
bination of thermo plastics creates a lightweight, yet exceptional-
ly durable handle with a soft, comfortable grip and provides out-
standing tactile control. The shallow drop point is excellent for
hunting as well as general purpose tasks. Above left, the Gerber
Gator II Knife with a 3.7 inch stainless steel drop point blade fea-
tures a thumb hole for ambidextrous one hand opening and a

notched thumb ramp. It has a textured handle that is designed to
offer the maximum grip for dry or wet conditions. Measuring only
4.72 inches when closed and 8.58 inches when fully open, this
tool is compact as well as practical. A thermoformed ballistic
nylon sheath with an extra storage pocket is included.

Above right, the Gator with a 4 inch, high carbon, stainless steel
blade is one of Gerber’s top selling models. The Gator non-slip
handle features a lanyard hole while a ballistic cloth sheath and
hard plastic insert completes the package. It is available in plain
or part serrated edge in three blade styles.

Putting a razor-sharp edge on a knife can
be accomplished with just three or four
strokes with the Lansky Quick Edge
Sharpener, shown packaged here for bulk
sales. A precision V-shaped tungsten car-
bide sharpening element in the head of
the sharpener does the job in a hurry. The
Quick Edge Sharpener features an
ergonomic grip, finger guard and thumb
rest that can be used comfortably in either
hand.

The Lansky Diamond Sharpening system
includes course, medium and fine dia-
mond hones designed to give any blade a
professional razor type edge. The hones,
specially formulated honing oil, knife
clamp and complete multi-lingual knife
sharpening instructions come in a custom
molded storage case.
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extremely sharp knife. 
Today, there are a number of

quality sharpening kits available and
hunters who follow the directions
provided can easily put a razor sharp
edge on almost any knife. As I see it,
there are several reasons for an indi-
vidual to own a sharpening kit and a
dealer who points them out to a cus-
tomer may not only sell a knife but a
sharpening system as well.

First of all, with a sharpening kit,
a person can sharpen both their
hunting knives and their kitchen
knives at home without sending
them away or having to rely on some-
one else doing it for them. Secondly,
it saves money because there is no
postage or service charge to pay. In
addition, most sharpening systems
are lightweight and compact and can
be taken to camp or even back-
packed into the wilderness. 

Many companies marketing
sharpening systems offer ceramic
sharpening sticks. The ceramic is
much harder than steel and these
sticks work particularly well when
just a light touch-up is needed. 

To get the best results when
sharpening a knife, the angle of the
knife blade to the stone must be kept
the same when sharpening both
sides of the blade and those sharpen-
ing systems where the knife is held in
a clamp produce the best results. The
clamp-style systems also let a person
restore a fine edge to a knife that’s
been abused or has been in-expertly
sharpened. A clamp is important
because most
people can’t
hold the blade
at a constant
angle to obtain
a good edge and
a clamp pro-
vides this con-
sistency. Skill
and practice

may allow some individuals to sharp-
en a knife well without using a guide
but the best way is to use one to
maintain the factory edge angle. 

Lansky, Gatco, Gerber, Razor
Edge and others all offer knife sharp-
ening kits with a clamp to hold the
knife blade at the proper angle.
Lansky’s Deluxe Knife Sharpening
System includes extra coarse, coarse,
medium, fine and ultra-fine hones in
addition to a multi-angle, flip-over
knife clamp, guide rod, honing oil,
extra long knife clamp screws and a
custom molded carrying case.

Contact: Lansky Sharpeners, PO Box
800, Buffalo, NY 14231, Phone: (800)
825-2675.

The Gatco Edgemate System can
sharpen virtually any knife whether
it is a hunting knife, pocket knife or a
chef’s knife. This system uses Gatco’s
popular knife clamp and angle guide
system for fast and effective sharp-
ening because all a user has to do is
to clamp the knife and select the
angle. The system keeps the stone
and knife blade in perfect alignment,
solving the most common problem
in knife sharpening. For more infor-

The Case
Diamond sharp-
ening stone can
put a fine edge on
any knife. It mea-
sures 5 x 3/4 x
5/16 inches and
comes with a pro-
tective sheath.

The Gatco Super-Micro-X Knife and
Serration Sharpener has two grades of
abrasive sharpening rods for sharpening
straight or serrated blades. The medium
grade dark rods should be used first to
reshape the bevel of a dull blade. The
white ultra fine rods put the final sharp
edge on the blade. A preset sharpening
angle and slip resistant grip pads makes
using this tool an easy task for just about
anyone.

The Gatco Edgemate knife sharpening
system offers chefs, handymen, sportsmen
and woodcarvers everything they need to
put a professional, razor-sharp edge on all
kitchen, sport and utility cutlery. The kit
includes a knife clamp and angle guide,
three honing stones, scientifically formu-
lated honing oil and an instruction sheet
permanently attached to the lid of the
molded carry case.

The GrizzlyStik Razor Sharpener is easy to use and quickly sharpens hunting, fillet or
kitchen knives. It even sharpens serrated blades, scissors, shop tools as well as broad-
heads. With very little practice, almost anyone can master this system so it can be a
money maker for shops by allowing them to offer sharpening services to customers.
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mation on all Gatco Products con-
tact them at: Gatco Sharpeners/
Timberline Knives, PO Box 600,
Getzville, NY 14068, Phone: (800)
548-7427.

Razor Edge offers a number of
sharpening kits and one of their
most popular provides everything
needed to put a professional razor
edge on any blade, from a small
pocket knife to the larger chef’s
knives. This kit contains both an 8
inch coarse and ultra fine hone, the
Razor Edge Guide for blades over 3
inches in length, the Cub Guide for
blades under 3 inches, the Raz-R
Steel and Edge Tester all in a hard-
sided carrying case. Contact: Razor
Edge Systems, 303 North 17th
Avenue East, Ely, MN 55731, Phone:
(800) 541-1458. 

Dealers will be particularly inter-
ested in the new knife and broad-
head sharpening system introduced
by Alaska Bowhunting Supply
because it has the potential of being
a real money maker for them. The
GrizzlyStik Razor Sharp System will
easily put a polished razor sharp
edge on knives and either single
bevel or double bevel broadheads in
no time. In addition to the kit, all
that’s needed is an ordinary 6 inch
bench grinder with a 1/2 or 5/8 inch
arbor that turns at 3000 RPM or
more. The sharpening kit comes
with detailed instructions and
includes a silicone carbide wheel, a
slotted polishing wheel with extra
silicone carbide grit, polishing
rouge, and wax.

“This system is getting a
tremendous response and has been
a surprise seller for us and we’re try-
ing to get even more shops to carry
it,” said company president Ed
Schlief. “By using this product and
offering knife and broadhead sharp-
ening services to their customers,
dealers can make enough to pay the
electric bill,” Schlief added. Schlief
noted that extra wheels and supplies
are available. For additional infor-
mation contact: Alaska Bowhunting
Supply, 14000 Goldenview Drive,
Anchorage, AK 99516, Phone: (888)
697-9828.

A sharp knife is a joy to use while
a dull knife will botch up the job of

simply slicing a tomato. Today, there
are hundreds of products that work
well to put an edge on just about any
knife.  There are the kits with
Arkansas stones we just described as
well as ceramic sharpening sticks,
diamond slabs, synthetic stones,
steel rods, and small, portable sharp-
ening systems that can be carried on
a key chain. I’d recommend dealers
carry a variety of these systems to
meet the needs of their customers
and to generate additional sales. 

While sharpening a knife seems
like a simple task doing it wrong can
ruin a good knife or at the very least,
make it an ineffective tool. Dealers
who understand knives and the
basics of knife sharpening can pro-
vide their customers with enough
information so that the knife they
take into the field or use in the
kitchen is as sharp as it can be.
Selling a knife and a sharpening sys-
tem is a two for one deal in which
both dealers and customers come
out ahead.   

The KME sharpening system features a
360 degree rotational clamp with two
horizontal stops. It requires only one knob
to clamp the blade while the neoprene
padded jaws provide scratch protection
for the finest knife blades. The two refer-
ence lines on the jaws ensure a repeatable
sharpening angle while the spherical
bearing rod guide maintains absolute
zero deviation from the infinitely
adjustable selected sharpening angle of
17 to 30 degrees. The dense solid cherry
hardwood grip is both convenient and
attractive.
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